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Quantum Computing and Communications: An Engineering ApproachJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Quantum computers will revolutionize the way telecommunications networks function.
    Quantum computing holds the promise of solving problems that would be intractable with conventional computers, by implementing principles from quantum physics in the development of computer hardware, software and communications equipment....
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Jess in Action: Java Rule-Based SystemsManning Publications, 2003
A practical handbook for anyone interested in programming rule-based systems and written by the creator of the popular Java rule engine, Jess, this book is structured around a series of large, fully developed practical examples of rule-based programming in Java. After the topic of rule-based systems is introduced, software developers and...
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CSS Cookbook, 2nd EditionO'Reilly, 2006
As the industry standard method for enriching the presentation of HTML-based web pages, Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) allow you to give web pages more structure and a more sophisticated look. But first, you have to get past CSS theory and resolve real-world problems. 

For those all-too-common dilemmas that...
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The IMS: IP Multimedia Concepts and ServicesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
The IMS: IP Multimedia Concepts and Services, Second Editionbuilds on the success of the previous best-selling edition, providing comprehensive coverage of IMS – its concepts, architecture, protocols and functionalities with a wealth of new and updated material. Mobile telephony with the current technology has been hugely...
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Deploying Cisco Voice over IP SolutionsCisco Press, 2001
If you've got a wide area network (WAN) already, putting interoffice voice traffic on it is an obvious application for it. Voice signals take up so little bandwidth, and the cost savings can be so significant, that Voice over IP (VoIP) deserves serious consideration. However, you can easily throw away years of cost savings by bringing in...
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MPLS FundamentalsCisco Press, 2006
As an escalation engineer, I experienced the boom of Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) networking first hand. I saw the first trials of MPLS in service provider networks and saw MPLS successfully expanding further into enterprise networks. In addition, I witnessed new MPLS technologies coming into existence, which the networking industry...
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Spread Spectrum and CDMA: Principles and ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Spread spectrum and CDMA are cutting-edge technologies widely used in operational radar, navigation and telecommunication systems and play a pivotal role in the development of the forthcoming generations of systems and networks.
    This comprehensive resource presents the spread spectrum concept as a product of the advancements in wireless IT,...
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Computational Approaches to Biochemical Reactivity (Understanding Chemical Reactivity)Springer, 1997
This book summarises recent results in the rapidly developing discipline of the computational aspects of biochemical reactivity. It presents a comprehensive and critical treatise on the subject, with numerous references covering practically all relevant and recent work. The chapters, written by eminent experts in the field, deal with quantum...
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Mobile and Wireless CommunicationsOpen University Press, 2006
One of the very first books published on the social impact of the mobile phone was Timo Kopomaa’s The City in Your Pocket: Birth of the Mobile Information Society. The book, published in 2000, was based on research that Kopomaa had undertaken for Nokia and Sonera as part of his doctoral studies in the Centre for Urban and Regional Studies at...
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Principles of Model CheckingMIT Press, 2008
Our growing dependence on increasingly complex computer and software systems necessitates the development of formalisms, techniques, and tools for assessing functional properties of these systems. One such technique that has emerged in the last twenty years is model checking, which systematically (and automatically) checks whether a model of a...
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Logic Programming and Nonmonotonic Reasoning: 9th International Conference, LPNMR 2007, Tempe, AZ, USA, May 15-17, 2007Springer, 2007
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 9th International Conference on Logic Programming and Nonmonotonic Reasoning, LPNMR 2007, held in Tempe, AZ, USA in May 2007.
The 18 revised full papers, 5 revised poster papers, and 7 system descriptions presented together with 2 invited papers were carefully reviewed and selected for...
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The Art of War for Security Managers: 10 Steps to Enhancing Organizational EffectivenessButterworth-Heinemann, 2007
I graduated from Long Island University in 1991 with a bachelor’s degree in political science. In the years since, much of the specifi c material I learned has been forgotten in the whirlwind of family and career life. Even so, there are some important lessons I still recall. Dr. Donald Baker often told us undergraduate students that states...
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